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Variable-to-check residual belief propagation for LDPC decoding for
faster convergence, better error performance and lower complexity is
proposed. It is similar to residual belief propagation (RBP) that was
recently applied to LDPC decoding by Vila Casado et al. because it
is also a dynamic scheduling belief propagation using residuals, but
it is different because the residuals are computed from a variable-tocheck message. Simulation shows that it outperforms with only a
maximum of eight iterations by about 0.3 dB compared with RBP at
an FER of 1024.

Introduction: In various communication systems including wireless
communication, the system needs a faster and more accurate decoder
than before, allowing very high data rates. For that reason, a number
of decoding algorithms for fast convergence especially for low density
parity check (LDPC) codes have been studied and presented in the literature. The most typical scheme is the serial scheduled decoding. The
serial scheduled decoding updates towards variable nodes or check
nodes in a serial manner. Shufﬂed belief propagation (SBP) [1]
updates towards variable node and layered belief propagation
(LBP)[2] updates towards check node. Theoretical tools and simulation
results show that serial scheduling converges twice faster than so called
ﬂooding, which updates all nodes simultaneously. Since SBP and LBP
were introduced, various improvements on them have been tried, some
of which are replica SBP [3], row-column message passing scheduling
decoding [4], joint row-column decoding [5] and edge-based scheduled
BP [6].
Recently, a more effective serial scheduling scheme was introduced
using the dynamic scheduling method. This dynamic scheduling
method, called residual belief propagation (RBP) [7], accelerates the
convergence faster than non-dynamic serial scheduling in terms of the
number of iterations [8, 9]. However, RBP has some shortcomings
both in performance (because of the RBP’s greediness [8, 9]) and in
complexity.
In this Letter, we propose a less greedy algorithm, named variable-tocheck residual belief propagation (VC-RBP). VC-RBP calculates the
residual from the difference of variable-to-check message values
before and after update, while the original RBP in [8] and [9] calculates
the residual from the difference of check-to-variable message values
before and after update. It is interesting to note that only the above difference in the original RBP and the one proposed here results in some nontrivial improvement on error performance with only a small number of
iterations. Reducing complexity follows easily by reducing the
number of ordering processes of the residuals and by avoiding unnecessary computations.

mci!vj be the message having the largest residual so be chosen for the
update. In the ﬁrst step, RBP updates mci!vj , then discards the residual
(otherwise set r(mci!vj ) ¼ 0) (see Fig. 1a). In the second step, it computes mvj!ca with ca [ N(vj )\ci (see Fig. 1b). In the third step, it computes r(mca!vb) with vb [ N(ca)\vj and reorders the messages that are
not yet updated in the order of the magnitude of residuals by the difference between the messages updated before and after (see Fig. 1c).
Notice that in this process, updated messages are discarded, and hence
all check-to-variable messages are eventually chosen once to be
updated. An exemplary algorithm of the RBP in pseudo-codes is
stated in Algorithm 1.

mci !vj

ð2Þ

given
as
where
the
channel
information
of vj is
Cvj ¼ logð pðyj jvj ¼ 0Þ=pðyj jvj ¼ 1ÞÞ and yj is the received signal.
RBP is an informed dynamic scheduling strategy that updates ﬁrst the
message that maximises an ordering metric called the residual. The
residual is the difference between the values of a message before and
after an update. The intuitive justiﬁcation of this approach is that the
differences between messages before and after an update go to zero as
loopy BP converges. Therefore, if a message has a large residual, it
means that the message is located in a part of the graph that has not
yet converged. Therefore, propagating the message having the largest
residual ﬁrst should speed up the process [7, 8].
The decoding procedure of the RBP algorithm can be explained
shortly in three steps (see Fig. 1). Following the notations in [8], let
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Fig. 1 Procedure of RBP decoding for LDPC codes

Even though the original RBP is an effective dynamic scheduling
scheme for fast convergence, its application to LDPC codes by Vila
Casado et al. [8] has some margin of improvement both in error performance and complexity. From a performance aspect, RBP generates
new errors which do not appear in non-dynamic scheduled decoding
because of its greediness. From a complexity aspect, we speciﬁcally
try to concentrate on lines 5 and 10. When a check-to-variable
message is updated, mc!v is unnecessarily recomputed because it has
already been calculated when r(mc!v) is determined in the preceding
step. Moreover, in line 10, Q is reordered whenever the residual value
of each edge is calculated. Q denotes a set containing the information
on the magnitude of all the remaining residual values.
Algorithm 1 RBP for LDPC codes [8]
1: Initialise all mc!v ¼ 0
2: Initialise all mvn!c ¼ Cn
3: Compute all r(mc!v) and generate Q
4: Let mci!vj be the ﬁrst message in Q
5: Generate and propagate mci!vj
6: Set r(mvi!cj ) ¼ 0 and reorder Q
7: for every ca[ N(vj )\ci do
8:
Generate and propagate mvj!ca
9:
for every vb [ N(ca)\vj do
10:
Compute r(mca!vb ) and reorder Q
11:
end for
12: end for
13: if Stopping rule is not satisﬁed then
14:
Go back to line 4;
15: end if
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Residual belief propagation for LDPC codes: Original BP decoding for
LDPC codes is achieved by exchange of messages between variable
nodes and check nodes. For any check node ci and variable node vj
that are neighbours, the two message generating functions are deﬁned
as [8, 9]:
P
mca !vj þ Cvj
ð1Þ
mvj !ci ¼
Q

step 1

Vj

Variable-to-check residual belief propagation for LDPC codes: VCRBP is a less greedy algorithm for overcoming the negative effect of
the greediness of RBP. This method not only has better performance
but also lower complexity than RBP in [8] and [9]. The main difference
between VC-RBP and RBP is in the calculation of residuals: VC-RBP
sequentially updates the check node corresponding to the chosen
edge, in other words, it calculates the residual from the difference of
variable-to-check message values before and after update. On the
other hand, RBP sequentially updates the variable node corresponding
to the chosen edge, in other words, it calculates the residual from the
difference of check-to-variable message values before and after update.
Fig. 2 shows the one-step reduced (compared to RBP) decoding procedure of VC-RBP. In the ﬁrst step, VC-RBP ﬁnds the largest r(mv!c)
for choosing the correspondent edge. If the edge corresponding to mvi!cj
is chosen, it sets r(mvi!cj ) ¼ 0, and then updates the check node connected by the chosen edge. In the second step, it updates mcj!va for
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all va [N(cj )\vi and then updates mva!cb for all cb [ N(va)\cj for calculating the correspondent residual r(mva!cb). This change can reduce the
complexity compared with the original RBP [8]. The exact process is
explained in algorithm A.
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Conclusion: We propose VC-RBP for LDPC codes. Simulation shows
that: 1. VC-RBP makes LDPC decoding converge very fast in terms of
the number of iterations; 2. it guarantees better performance than RBP in
only eight iterations; and 3. it performs similarly better after many sufﬁcient iterations. The complexity reduction can be seen easily from comparison of the two algorithms: algorithm 1 and algorithm A.

Fig. 2 Procedure of VC-RBP decoding for LDPC codes
frame error rate − 802.16e(576)(1/2)

100

Simulation results: This section presents the performance of VC-RBP
for various types of LDPC codes. The QC-LDPC code mother matrices
designed in the IEEE 802.16e standard [10] is used for code construction
for the simulation. We consider an AWGN channel for all the simulations. The code lengths are 576, 1152, 2304, and the code rate 1/2
and 3/4. Because of space limitation, we only show the result of
length 576 of rate 1/2.
Fig. 3 shows the performance difference between VC-RBP and RBP
with only eight iterations. We note that VC-RBP has a gain of about
0.3 dB over RBP at FER of 1024.
We have also checked the error performances of these codes with a
maximum of 50 iterations at 2.5 dB.
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Fig. 3 FER performance comparison of BP, RBP, VC-RBP decoding with at
most eight iterations
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From the performance aspect of error correction, VC-RBP guarantees
better performance than RBP. RBP tends to propagate ﬁrst the message
to the less reliable variable nodes because the message which has the
largest residual is based on only one check equation. The greediness
of RBP can generate new errors that need a large number of message
updates to be corrected. However, VC-RBP propagates ﬁrst the
message which has the largest residual based on check equations. So,
VC-RBP is a less greedy algorithm compared with RBP. Moreover,
VC-RBP solves the trapping set more effectively by updating the
check node (based on the largest residual) and then simultaneously all
the variable nodes representing the check equation. These facts result
in much faster convergence as well as better performance than RBP.
Algorithm A VC-RBP for LDPC codes
1: Initialise all mc!v ¼ 0
2: Initialise all mvn!c ¼ Cn
3: Find the largest r(mv!c)
4: Let mvi!cj be chosen
5: Set r(mvi!cj ) ¼ 0
6: for every va [ N(cj )\vi do
7:
Generate and propagate mcj!va
8:
for every cb [N(va)\cj do
9:
Generate and propagate mva!cb
10:
Compute r(mva!cb)
11:
end for
12: end for
13: if Stopping rule is not satisﬁed then
14:
Go back to line 3;
15: end if
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